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Abstract: Augmented Reality (AR) is an emerging technology in the Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0
contexts with an important role in man–machine symbiosis scenarios. Practitioners, although already
acquainted with AR technology, are reluctant to adopt AR applications in industrial operations. This
stems from the fact that a direct connection that is important for the management of sustainability
goals is missing. Moreover, such a connection with economic, social, and environmental sustainability
parameters sparsely appears in the AR literature. The proposed research, on one hand, presents an
innovative architecture for a stable and scalable AR application that extents state-of-the-art solutions
and, on the other hand, attempts to study AR technology within the framework of a sustainable
business strategy. The developed system utilizes the Robot Operating System (ROS) alongside an AR
mobile application to present an employee navigation scenario in warehouses and production lines.
ROS is responsible for mapping the industrial facility, while the AR mobile application identifies
the surrounding environment, along with a Real-Time Location System localizes employees in the
facility. Finally, ROS identifies the shortest path between the employee and the destination point,
while the AR mobile application presents the virtual path for reaching the destination.

Keywords: Logistics 4.0; Industry 4.0; augmented reality; sustainability; human–machine interactions

1. Introduction

Industrial environments are demanding and full of challenges that could be addressed
by digital technologies. Digital transformation is considered a fundamental process in
the Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0 contexts and promotes the adoption of Information and
Communication Technology tools. The ever-increasing complexity of industrial facilities
requires highly specialized personnel and continuous training, while at the same time oper-
ational activities are time-critical processes that should be handled directly by employees in
the production line. Augmented Reality (AR) is an emerging technology that redefines the
use of human–machine and human–human interactions by utilizing new hardware, such as
smart glasses, or by the alternate use of commonly used devices, such as smartphones [1].
AR applications are embraced by the industry at a rapid pace, and most enterprises that are
considering AR solutions are planning the transition of their AR pilots to the production
phase within the next 2 years. The adoption of AR will strengthen personnel training, will
improve and shorten the duration of the execution of manufacturing activities, and will
further support the design of innovative processes. In recent research regarding job-specific
trainings, 6% of the respondents utilize AR to overlay the predefined instructions, while
3% use expert coaching and knowledge transfer, which projects instructions given from
an expert. On the manufacturing side, instruction manuals on how to perform processes,
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operate machinery, assemble parts, and perform maintenance activities are used by 6%
of the respondents. Finally, 9% stated that they used AR in the design phase of their
products for review purposes [2]. In logistics and warehouses, AR already offers solutions
for researchers and practitioners in multiple prospects, such as picking, shipping, and
inventory planning. In these scenarios, the proper implementation of AR can significantly
reduce labor costs and improve the overall efficiency [3]. Nonetheless, AR technology is
in its infancy stage, and more research needs to be conducted to create stable, scalable,
and user-friendly applications in complex industrial and logistics environments. A holistic
approach that tackles the limitations and considers the economic, social, and environmental
impact could accelerate the adoption of Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0 AR applications.

For interfacing and communicating with the real-world environments, AR applications
use image processing techniques. This enables them to identify the objects of the real-world
environment and then interoperate by using a virtual environment that acts as a digital
twin. Marker-based AR is a common technique that uses markers to determine the AR
objects’ positions, but it struggles in harsh industrial environments as it often loses track
of the markers. The existence of multiple markers is an alternative for tackling the issue,
but it increases the system’s complexity and often leads to unsatisfactory results. A 2D
camera for image recognition could be used for increasing accuracy but, unfortunately, dust
and poor lighting often hinder the process [4]. An interesting approach is to use spatial
registration to localize users and apply this output for feeding the AR application [5]. The
combination of the aforementioned methods provides improved results but negatively
affects the complexity, both for users and developers. Common AR problems need to
be addressed for the establishment of AR solutions. A common malfunction of the AR
technology is AR shifting, which occurs when image recognition techniques fail to identify
the environment or when sudden, quick, and unpredictable movements interrupt the
normal flow and the identification process is hindered, resulting in a misaligned AR
world [6]. Thus, the development of AR applications raises the following research questions:
(RQ1) How to develop stable, scalable, and user-friendly AR applications that can cope
with industrial environments; and (RQ2) What are the sustainability dimensions that
researchers and practitioners should consider in a holistic approach towards the adoption
of modern AR applications.

The proposed system describes a symbiosis scenario which enables employees to
interoperate with hardware and software systems in warehouses and production lines
through a mobile AR application. A specific use case is showcased for the guidance of
employees in the facility layout using the application and information from the central
industrial information system (CIIS) to demonstrate the system’s functionalities. The CIIS
includes information from all the static and mobile hardware equipment and information
that derives from the software tools. This enables the user to directly interact with the AR
application and access all the necessary information sources. The main goal is to directly
utilize the AR application in the industrial facility, make it a discrete part of the process,
and effectively handle real-time information from the field. With a stable communication
between the AR application and the CIIS, the AR application can access the information
sources and present them to the user. The CIIS can support the application to overcome
various AR-related problems that are widely discussed in the extant literature, such as AR
shifting. The AR application was developed at the Unity platform with the AR foundation
package and its marker-less method. A Real-Time Location System (RTLS) was introduced
to overcome the marker-less problems and increase the application’s performance and
stability. The system’s architecture also ensures the scalability of the system both in terms
of (i) expanding the application’s functionalities (e.g., creating assembly scenarios) and
(ii) developing multiuser scenarios. Furthermore, the direct connection of the mobile AR
application with the CIIS, which ensures scalability, could accelerate the procurement of
AR based solutions from large-scale companies.

The technological driver, although important, is further supported by sustainability
indicators for motivating researchers and practitioners in using AR applications. The
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literature review revealed economic, social, and environmental parameters that add value
to the inclusion of AR technology in operational activities. The operational activities include
the minimization of warehouse layout changes cost, the optimization of product localization
and transportation processes, the minimization of human errors, the monitoring of quality
control, the optimization of warehouse management, the strengthening of the employees’
safety, and the minimization of the natural resources’ consumption [7,8]. Although, it
is clear that the introduction of the AR technology is a feasible and profitable action,
managers are reluctant to adopt it. This stems from two main factors: (i) the implemented
AR applications have limitations in harsh industrial environments; (ii) a holistic approach
that targets the sustainability context is missing. The overarching aim of this study is
the adoption of a holistic approach that tackles limitations and considers sustainability
indicators for introducing AR technology in the industrial landscape. The contributions
of the proposed research focus on the identified gap and include (i) a thorough mapping
of the research area, (ii) an innovative architecture for developing AR applications, (iii) a
stable and scalable AR application, and (iv) an analysis of the benefits of the AR technology
in the sustainability context.

The remainder of this manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the sys-
tematic literature review process, while Section 3 outlines the proposed system’s architecture
for the AR symbiosis software tool. Finally, Section 4 analytically presents the developed
software tool, and Section 5 discusses the conclusions and the sustainability indicators.

2. Literature Review

A systematic literature review was conducted considering Industry 4.0 and Logis-
tics 4.0 AR applications in the sustainability context. We initially utilized the keywords
“Augmented Reality” and “Industry 4.0” and extracted a heatmap with the VOSviewer
1.6.14 software tool, created by Leiden University in Netherlands, in order to identify
the main research topics and commonly used keywords (Figure 1). As a next step, the
widely adopted keywords were used (“human-machine interaction”, “training”, “human-
computer interaction”, “digital twin”) along with the sustainability dimensions (economic,
social, environmental) in order to systematically proceed with the literature review search
at the scientific databases.

AR is considered as an emerging and promising technology for industries [9–11], and
AR technology is labelled as a serviceable future technology in the transition towards the
digital transformation, while [12] stated that AR can improve numerus industrial indicators,
namely, production plant control, safety and security, resource matching, product design,
information provision, human–machine interactions, and training. Digital technologies
are used for the digital transformation of supply chains, and they are closely connected to
the improvement of the social, economic, and environmental sustainability indicators [13],
and AR is moving towards this direction. AR applications regarding industrial activities
have been widely adopted by the research community and practitioners. Specifically, AR
is widely used for assistance in assembly scenarios of industrial products and machinery.
Ref. [14] developed a system for a human–robot collaborative assembly, based on a marker-
based AR algorithm, to provide information to employees throughout the process. Another
research effort focused distinctly on the improvement of the employees’ experience by
creating AR-based assembly manuals that enabled the effective and efficient use of the AR
technology with a user-oriented approach [15]. Overall, the AR technology in assembly sce-
narios is widely accepted by users and clearly has a positive influence on their satisfaction
levels, their creativity, and their business performance [16]. On the other hand, AR is an
advantageous technology for industrial training sessions. It is proven that students prefer
AR-based courses, and this enhances both their attendance rates and their performance [17].
To this end, some researchers developed AR applications for training. Ref. [18] developed
an AR application for hand-held devices and implemented a training session for improving
assembly and maintenance skills. The authors stated that the skill level of the technicians
was magnified after the establishment of the application in the working environment.
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Taking a step forward, the authors identified that there was a significant performance
difference among technicians trained with traditional methods and those that used the AR
application. Additionally, Ref. [19] strengthened the above argument by observing a better
performance when utilizing a Head-Mounted display (HMD) for conducting a training
session for maintenance tasks. In this study, the authors extended the functionalities of
the application by implementing an interface for providing assistance during maintenance
processes. Similar implementations have been proposed using geovisualization and utility
management for demonstrating the potential outdoor use of AR technology in logistics and
could be adopted in complex industrial environments and logistics warehouses to support
the preparation and the execution of the maintenance processes [20,21]. These studies
highlight the advantages of the AR technology in social, safety, and economic aspects and,
moreover, emphasize on the potential of AR as a monitoring, documenting, and resource
managing mean.
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Another aspect of industrial activities that can take advantage of the AR technology
is the human–robot interactions section. Particularly, [22] successfully combined an AR
application with ROS to allow users to control a gripper using their application. However,
the authors used an HMD and marker-based AR and concluded that the system lacks flexi-
bility, while the HMD was not widely accepted by the users. AR applications can benefit
by using network-based architectures and frameworks and create multiuser platforms.
Ref. [23] successfully developed a multiuser application for collaborative 3D design. This
approach can be transferred in industrial environments to support both experienced and
novice personnel during the training phase and enable them to cooperatively complete
tasks. These studies demonstrate the possibilities of AR technology in the Industry 4.0 con-
text. In the Logistics 4.0 context, AR is also considered a breakthrough by the researchers
and practitioners and appears to have added value to quality control, warehouse man-
agement, predictive maintenance, and remote operation activities. Refs. [7,8] utilized AR
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technology to support order picking tasks in a warehouse and indicated the profitable
use of the technology in every-day logistics processes. Furthermore, Ref. [24] reinforced
this statement by implementing an AR system for product picking activities and using
agent base simulation for supporting their findings. AR technology can be introduced in
warehouse operations to minimize the employees’ error rate, the task completion time, and
increase flexibility, reliability, and adaptability in the facility layout [25]. Additionally, AR
solutions can improve production processes, reduce the rate of work accidents, control
environmental parameters, and help the enterprises wisely utilize natural resources [26].
Nevertheless, AR technology is still in its infancy stages, and further research needs to be
conducted to successfully introduce it to industrial environments. Specifically, the lack of
scalable AR applications in real production lines is pinpointed [27] alongside the necessity
for quality and reliability improvements of the proposed AR solutions [9,28]. Hardware
limitations are also present regarding the AR devices’ performance after extensive use
and the battery consumption during high processing power tasks, such as image recogni-
tion [4,25]. Furthermore, the important role of the human factor in the process of designing
and developing AR applications is highlighted. The lack of user feedback during the
development phase could have negative effects on the operational performance and the
workers’ health and safety conditions [29]. Finally, it has been stated that there are also
some barriers regarding the overall users’ experience. When virtual objects are projected in
monitors or HMDs, human cognition is negatively influenced and that incommodes the
ability to comprehend the scale and dimensions in the AR world [30]. In addition, some
users suffer from motion sickness after extensive use of AR applications, but this effect is
more common for HMDs [31].

The overarching aim of this study is to establish an innovative architecture that
promotes the adoption of stable and scalable AR applications in operational activities,
while assessing the sustainability dimensions.

3. System Architecture

The proposed AR application supports the navigation of employees in industrial
environments with the help of AR objects that are projected in the real-world environment
and indicate specific destination points. Real-world scenes are dynamically captured
by the camera of the mobile phone, and AR objects are positioned in specific locations.
The CIIS provides all the inside information regarding the facility layout, and the AR
application provides a set of regions of interest that are used as destinations. The user
selects a destination and can be assisted to follow the shortest path from his current position
to the destination point following the AR objects that act as path indicators.

To address the shortfalls of AR implementations in harsh environments, the authors
decided to fully capitalize on the CIIS resources. A lot of crucial functionalities such
as controlling the AR world’s objects have been appointed to the CIIS instead of the
AR application. As the AR application has mediocre computational resources, the CIIS
is responsible for all the functions and the execution of heavy-duty activities The AR
application could include a continuous growing number of functionalities while the CIIS
handles all the reported issues that common AR applications confront, and this paves the
way for a stable and fully scalable software tool.

Taking a step forward in this direction, the Real Time Location System (RTLS) is
introduced to address the AR shifting problem. AR shifting is a known issue in AR
applications [6] and occurs when the marker-less AR method fails to recognize the object
under scrutiny. Unity is used as the basic software for implementing the AR recognition
method, and from the literature review, it is evident that this issue appears either in
situations where the image recognition process fails to identify the object due to (i) the
abrupt device’s movements or (ii) the malfunction of the image processing algorithms.
During AR shifting, augmented objects appear to either slip from their actual position
or be misplaced in the real-world scene displayed on the mobile device. The use of the
RTLS ensures that the CIIS will be informed about the actual position of the mobile device
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and this information could be cross-referenced with the estimated position from the AR
application for supporting correct the AR objects placement. In case there is an acceptable
difference (lower than 20 cm in each dimension), it is assumed that the AR application did
not encounter any problems and the AR world is displayed correctly. In case we do not
have an acceptable difference, the AR application fails to properly project the objects and
the AR world is not properly displayed. This is when the CIIS sends a message to the AR
application to execute the Reset and Align routine. This routine consists of functions that
instantly align the coordinate systems from the CIIS and the AR application. The proposed
functionality could also be used for the initial alignment of the two subsystems. In Figure 2,
the proposed innovative architecture of the software tool is presented.
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4. The Proposed Implementation

For implementing the proposed system, the authors initially selected the software
tools for the development phase and elaborated on three individual subsystems, namely,
(i) the CIIS, (ii) the AR application, and (iii) the RTLS.

The individual subsystems are interoperating by sharing information, and their final
goal is to provide guidance to employees in industrial facilities (warehouses and production
lines). The first step is to align the real and the AR world using the CIIS’s information.
When launching the application, the coordinate systems of the application and the CIIS
must be aligned. This will enable the proper localization and visualization of the AR
objects when the CIIS sends their coordinates to the AR application. For the alignment,
the first implementation was based on a predefined zero-point in the facility, which was
common for the CIIS and the AR application. The AR application had to be launched at this
point to align with the CIIS. After the RTLS addition, the coordinate systems’ alignment
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was dynamically accomplished without the need for a zero-point that would initialize the
application. To achieve that, a routine was developed on the CIIS that used the RTLS’s data
to align the CIIS’s and AR application’s coordinate systems. The AR application captures
the user’s pose and the user’s request for a destination point and communicates with the
CIIS. It uses image recognition techniques and information from the mobile phone’s sensors
(camera, accelerometer, and gyroscope) in order to calculate the employee’s location based
on the aligned coordinate system. After receiving the input data, the CIIS processes them
and concludes in the response (the AR path in the virtual environment). Finally, the AR
application receives the system’s response and visualizes the results by creating the AR
objects that form a path in the AR world for guiding the user. It should be stated that the
AR objects that form the path are dynamically positioned in the AR world according to
the movement of the employee that holds the mobile device and continuously indicate the
destination point.

4.1. Software Tools

The requirements for the CIIS were carefully studied, and numerous robotic platforms
were examined. The CIIS should be able to interoperate using industrial standards, create
virtual worlds, enable the autonomous and programmable movement of objects (indica-
tively robotic vehicles) in the virtual world using pathfinding algorithms, and include
an API for communicating over the network with third party tools. One suitable choice
was Microsoft’s Robotics Studio®, which is already used for research studies [32,33], as
it provides all the necessary components. Nonetheless, in the proposed use case, the
ROS platform was selected as it also fully covers the requirements, provides a long list of
open-source libraries, and furthermore has a big and active community. It also offers some
ready-made communication structures that could facilitate the development process and
provides visualization tools such as Rviz in order to dynamically present the sensor’s data
and the pathfinding results in the virtual environment.

The AR application was developed using the Android Operating System (OS) and a
compatible software development kit (SDK) in order to be executed by the majority of the
mobile devices. This decision was also based on literature review findings that showcased
the adoption of AR applications with similar technical specifications. Indicatively, ref. [34]
stated that AR applications that operate in mobile devices could be beneficial to both
novice and experienced workers, regardless of their age and experience level. The AR
application’s requirements include: (i) motion and position tracking, (ii) AR text and AR
objects’ placement in real time, and (iii) AR world manipulation based on the device’s
movement. Initially, we considered three options for the SKD, namely, Google’s ARcore,
PTC’s Vuforia, and Wikimedia’s Wikitude. Both ARcore and Wikitude met our require-
ments, while Vuforia lacks the motion and position tracking. After a thorough study, we
selected ARcore, Version 1.26.0, due to its wide adoption among researchers [35] and its
active community. Finally, the application’s platform had to support ARcore and include
wireless communication structures in order to exchange information with ROS. Unity
provides built-in communication interfaces with ROS via the ROS# library and enables the
creation of ROS messages within Unity and bidirectional communication with ROS.

The RTLS subsystem should be able to support (i) long-range signals for covering the
industrial area, (ii) high position accuracy (<0.20 cm), (iii) industrial areas with obstacles, as
this is the most common scenario, and (iv) low-cost hardware implementation. RTLS tech-
nologies such as RFID, GPS, and WLAN were excluded due to their low accuracy. Infrared
offers great accuracy, but for the implementation of the technology the cost is significantly
high while ultrasound also offers excellent accuracy but struggles in environments with
obstacles and metal surfaces [36]. As a result, the authors selected the ultra-wideband
(UWB) method, which fulfills all the RTLS needs.
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4.2. ROS Implementation for the CIIS Subsystem

ROS is widely used by practitioners and academics as a robotic platform for both
simulation and real-world applications. Virtual worlds can be developed using the Gazebo
software that is fully compatible with the ROS platform, and even real-world facility layouts
can be digitized and handled as digital twins. For deploying our scenario, the real-world
facility layout was digitized and included in the ROS ecosystem. For navigating to the
industrial facility, the turtlebot3 wafflepi robotic vehicle from Robotis (Seoul, Korea) was
used. It provides a set of packages for the operation of the robot as well as for its simulation
in the virtual environment. Turtlebot robotic vehicles use the ros_navigation_stack and
sensors (lidar and camera) in order to map the facility layout and navigate. The vehicle can
receive specific commands and the final goal that indicates the destination point and find
the shortest path in order to reach its destination.

For communicating with the AR application, the ROS receives data streams for con-
trolling the AR world and responds to the user’s requests. This communication is feasible
using the rosbridge_server library, which enables low-latency and bidirectional communi-
cation with the WebSocket connection. The AR application collects and directly sends the
user’s position, the user’s orientation using the gyroscope data of the mobile device, and,
finally, the user’s request for moving towards a specific destination point in the facility
layout. Finally, the ROS processes all the data and sends the corresponding path as a
response to the AR application.

RTLS interoperates with the ROS for continuously providing the user’s current posi-
tion and comparing it with the AR application’s estimation. This information is retrieved by
the main anchor of the RTLS which acts as master and stores real-time position information
from all the anchors and tags in the facility layout. The main anchor is connected to the
ROS by using a python-based script.

4.3. Unity Implementation for the AR Application Subsystem

Unity’s AR foundation offers an interface for AR application development for Android
devices. The ARcore plugin provides two components, the AR session and the AR session
origin, for the AR world operation. The AR session controls the augmented world by trans-
forming the augmented objects according to the Position and the Orientation of the device
in order to maintain the illusion of the augmented objects’ dynamic movement. On the
other hand, the AR session origin contains the camera and all the trackable features, such as
planes, detected from the image recognition process. Moreover, ARcore calculates the de-
vice’s position by a process called simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). ARcore
detects feature points and identifies the device’s location. This information is combined
with the devices sensor data to estimate the user’s pose (position and orientation).

To overcome the AR shifting problem, a “Reset and Align” routine was developed.
This routine consists of three stages, and it is triggered from the ROS every time a misalign-
ment is identified, based on the error between the real position, from the RTLS and the
estimated position, from ARcore. In the first stage, the error is calculated by subtracting
these coordinates on each axis. If the error exceeds the 20 cm error on any axis, the second
stage initiates. During this stage, the world is reinitialized, and all the feature points
that are detected are deleted. Finally, during the third stage, the alignment occurs and
shifts the ARcores’ coordinate system according to an offset determined the RTLS. This
routine is also responsible for the initial alignment of the coordinate systems upon the AR
application launch.

Finally, the communication was developed with the ROS# library. The ROS# enables
ROS-like message creation within Unity with the C sharp programming language. It
also provides a script for the communication through Network with ROS and ros_bridge
library. For every request and response, a message was created. Some messages had
continuous transmission (gyroscope, user’s estimated position) while others were sent on
demand (e.g., after the selection of a destination). In Figure 3, the Reset and Align routine’s
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outcome is demonstrated alongside with the drop-down menu, provided to the user, for
the destination selection.
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aligned); (c) The AR application’s interface where the employee selects the destination point.

4.4. RTLS Subsystem Implementation

The UWB technology was applied for the RTLS implementation. Four DWM1000
UWB modules were used as hardware equipment. One of them acted as tag on the mobile
device and the other three acted as anchors. These modules offer a long indoor range
(40 m) and high accuracy (<20 cm based on manufacturer’s specifications), which are
key features for our implementation as we wanted to operate them in industrial facilities
(logistic warehouses, production lines). The data from the UWB modules were passed to
an ESP-32 microcontroller for data processing. This hardware configuration is identical
among tags and anchors, and the differentiation was at the firmware level which assists
in the implementation cost reduction. For the position calculation the tag sends a signal
to each anchor, one at a time, while anchors upon the signal arrival are calculating their
distance from the tag. Additionally, all anchors send this calculated position to the main
anchor. Finally, the main anchor transmits the collected data to ROS, via a USB-serial
communication, and a python-based script calculates the tag’s position using a trilateration
algorithm. With this configuration, the RTLS system could efficiently locate the user at any
time with a relatively low error. In our system architecture, ROS uses RTLS’s data only to
support the AR application, but it is worth mentioning that this information can be utilized
for other purposes in the industry, namely, decision making, employee work evaluation, etc.
Additionally, this RTLS layout is not limited from the facility’s layout and can be expanded
for bigger areas. Lastly, multiuser location is possible without considerable changes in
addition to the added tags.
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4.5. Use Case Description

After the development of the subsystems, the authors elaborated on a specific sce-
nario for showcasing the added value of the application in a warehouse. The proposed
scenario guides employees to specific locations in a warehouse to assist them during a
picking process.

The CIIS was used for creating the digital twin environment of a real-world warehouse.
The virtual environment was developed using ROS and the occupancy grid map for navi-
gating in the facility layout is presented in Figure 4a,b. This enabled the automatic creation
of the shortest paths in the virtual environment from a starting to a destination point using
the built-in ROS routing algorithms and the navigation stack. The navigation stack takes as
an input the coordinates of the destination point and calculates the shortest path from the
employee’s location to the destination point. As a next step, several destination points were
included in the AR application with a drop-down menu selection. The destination points
were either predefined locations in the facility or dynamic, such as the robot’s position.
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guiding the employee to the destination point (the initial (b1) and the updated (b2) virtual path, respectively).

The employee should be correctly localized in the facility layout by explicitly providing
the exact position and orientation to the CIIS. The AR application, with the use of the mobile
phone’s camera, identifies the scene’s objects in the real-world and estimates the employee’s
position. The localization process is supported by the RTLS system to reduce AR shifting
shortfalls and concludes in the employee’s coordinates in the facility. This process is
continuously executed and dynamically identifies the employee’s location to calculate the
virtual path from his current position to the destination point.

After safeguarding the mapping of the facility layout, the creation of the occupancy
grid map, and the dynamic identification of the employee’s position in the facility, the AR
application enables the navigation to the selected destination. The destination is selected
from the drop-down menu and then the Sent Goal function is executed to inform the CIIS.
At this point and from the CIIS point of view, ROS receives the destination’s coordinates
and calculates the shortest path by using the employee’s position, while the AR application
captures instances from the real-world facility and presents to the mobile device a virtual
path (the shortest path) to reach the destination point. This is a dynamic process as every
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time the employee moves, his new position is retrieved, ROS calculates the shortest path at
the virtual environment, and the AR application presents the updated virtual path in the
mobile device.

Figure 4(a1) presents the occupancy grid with the employee’s initial position, the
destination point (Exit), and the path in the virtual environment, while Figure 4(b1) presents
the AR path from the employee’s initial position to the Exit. After the employee moves
forward, Figure 4(a2) presents his updated position in the occupancy grid map and the
updated path in the virtual environment, while Figure 4(b2) presents the updated AR path
in the mobile device that leads to the destination point.

The proposed scenario increases sustainability indicators as it has social, environ-
mental, and economic impact. It reduces hazards as employees can avoid obstacles and
restricted areas that are predefined in the facility, it reduces energy consumption when
employees are moving in the facility using vehicles, while, from an economic perspective,
it increases efficiency indicators in the facility.

5. Discussion
5.1. AR Technology Discussion and Drawbacks

AR is an emerging technology that will redefine numerous industrial activities that
include training, assembly, and human–machine interactions. AR will highly impact logis-
tics operations, namely: warehouse design and management, product localization, picking
and transportation, human errors minimization, quality control assistance, facility safety
maximization, and natural resource consumption. Researchers have already introduced AR
technology studies to the research community and have highlighted specific AR benefits to
the public. Practitioners, although already acquainted with AR technology, are reluctant to
adopt AR applications in their operational activities. A holistic approach is needed that
considers economic, social, and environmental indicators. Economic and environmental
indicators are focusing on providing more effective operational activities that will have a
direct impact cost minimization and that will also indirectly minimize the use of natural re-
sources. Furthermore, they are also affected as numerous operational activities are remotely
operated by AR technology. Social indicators are of great importance as AR technology
improves safety by reducing the physical interactions between the employees and the
machinery, promoting collaborative tasks and human–machine interactions, and providing
innovative user experiences for training and maintenance and operational activities. This
holistic approach will accelerate the use of AR applications in the logistics industry.

In order to experience the full potential of AR technology, it is urgent to overcome
some technological drawbacks. During our research we ascertained that many of the
existing implementations had specific limitations. Several researchers developed their
AR solutions based on the marker-based method, but this could result in malfunctions
when considering modern industrial environments and flexible manufacturing systems.
The scalability of AR applications is also an issue, as the proposed implementations either
cannot be adopted by many concurrent users or have limitations in the development of
add-on features that could expand the existing functionalities. The devices’ computational
resources often struggle after long periods of use and the high consumption tasks are
increasing the battery consumption. Finally, human nature also provides some limitations
as the continuous monitoring of virtual objects could negatively influence human cognition
and could even lead to motion sickness, especially due to the extensive use of HMDs.

5.2. Research Results Interpretation, Implications, and Limitations

The proposed system contributes to the existing literature by providing: (i) a literature
review mapping of the research area, (ii) an innovative architecture that extends existing
approaches and focuses on providing stable and scalable AR implementations, (iii) an AR
application that showcases the benefits and the technology’s potential; and (iv) a holistic
approach for the adoption of AR technology that considers the sustainability indicators.
The mapping of the existing literature clearly identifies the use cases and the limitations and
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provides an analysis of the sustainability indicators. The innovative architecture enables
the implementation of stable and scalable symbiosis scenarios. The addition of the RTLS
subsystem and the use of the CIIS’s computational resources provide a feasible solution
that overcomes the AR shifting problem and makes a step towards a stable and scalable AR
implementation. The developed AR application is used for indoor guidance in industrial
facilities. The proposed solution provides: (i) flexibility regarding the user’s movement in
the facility, as the AR application is not marker-based, and (ii) reliability, by overcoming
common shortfalls of AR technology.

The literature review revealed that researchers and practitioners are not following a
holistic approach that tackles limitations and considers sustainability indicators as enablers
for the introduction of AR technology into the Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0 contexts. The
introduction of AR technology is a powerfully engaging medium that supports both the
training of new employees and the operational activities of experienced employees, and
this has a direct impact on sustainability indicators. The presented use case showcased
the guidance of employees through the facility, but multiple use cases could be also
supported (indicatively picking activities and product assembly scenarios). Furthermore,
from a social perspective employees could enhance their ability to communicate with the
hardware and software backbone of an industrial facility and reduce hazards. There is also
a direct economic impact as AR improves efficiency in operational activities, reduces the
total transportation distance within the facility, and increases productivity. An indirect
environmental impact from the minimization of transportations in the industrial facility
is important.

5.3. Recommendations and Future Research Agenda

The developed system introduces an innovative architecture for efficient and effective
AR applications in industrial environments, but more research and field studies need to be
conducted. Researchers should elaborate more on the AR visualizations that sometimes
hinder human cognition and promote motion sickness issues on real-world conditions.
Furthermore, the research community should tackle the challenging issues of the battery
consumption in order to extend the AR application lifetime. Practitioners, on the other hand,
can utilize the proposed system architecture to develop AR applications and implement
numerous scenarios in their facilities (indicatively assembly and maintenance activities).
The AR technology’s potential will be fully discovered as practitioners will benefit from
deploying stable and scalable AR applications into the industrial ecosystem. Researchers
and practitioners could also benefit from the new generation mobile phones and portable
devices with increased computational power and longer battery lifetime.
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